In this paper Chemical Reaction Optimization (CRO) algorithm is proposed to solve the optimal reactive power problem. Molecules are encoded as candidate solution in the projected algorithm. Molecular structure (φ), potential energy (PY), kinetic energy (KE) and numerous crucial properties possessed by the Chemical Reaction Optimization (CRO) algorithm. With minimal potential energy (PE) reactants are leaning to unwavering product. Gaussian perturbations with reflection, half-total change, laws of conservation of energy are form as the prime operators in the Chemical Reaction Optimization (CRO) algorithm. In the evolution of the algorithm structure manage the least potential energy (PE). Potential energy (PE) is kept as the objective function of the analogous solution. Projected Chemical Reaction Optimization (CRO) algorithm has been tested in standard IEEE 14, 57, 300 bus systems. Simulation results indicate the better performance of the proposed algorithm in reducing the real power loss.
INTRODUCTION
T Reactive power problem plays a key role in secure and economic operations of power system. Optimal reactive power problem has been solved by a various type of methods [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Nevertheless numerous scientific difficulties are found while solving problem due to an assortment of constraints. Evolutionary techniques [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] are applied to solve the reactive power problem. In this paper Chemical Reaction Optimization (CRO) algorithm is proposed to solve the optimal reactive power Problem. CRO algorithm has productively solved many multifaceted problems and the optimal solution is better than assortment of intelligent algorithms. In this work regulate molecular structure and energy management has been utilized in the formulation of the algorithm. Candidate solution of reactive power flow problem is encoded as a molecule in Chemical Reaction Optimization (CRO) algorithm. Molecular structure ( ), potential energy (PE), kinetic energy (KE) are some numerous crucial properties possessed by the algorithm. Reactants are leaning to stable product with the minimal potential energy (PE) in the algorithm. Structure reaches the least potential energy (PE) in the evolution of the algorithm. In this work Chemical Reaction Optimization (CRO) algorithm has been tested in standard IEEE 14, 57, 300 bus systems. Simulation results indicate the better performance of the proposed algorithm in reducing the real power loss.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Objective of the problem is to reduce the true power loss:
Voltage deviation given as follows:
Voltage deviation given by:
Constraint (Equality)
Constraints (Inequality)
CHEMICAL REACTION OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
Chemical Reaction Optimization (CRO) algorithm has been formulated to solve the reactive power optimization problem. Molecules are encoded as candidate solution in the projected algorithm. Molecular structure ( ), potential energy (PE), kinetic energy (KE) and numerous crucial properties possessed by the Chemical Reaction Optimization (CO) algorithm. With minimal potential energy (PE) reactants are leaning to unwavering product. In the evolution of the algorithm structure manage the least potential energy (PE). Gaussian perturbations with reflection, half-total change, laws of conservation of energy are form as the prime operators [22] in the Chemical Reaction Optimization (CRO) algorithm;
By on-wall ineffective collision, decomposition, intermolecular ineffective collision and synthesis operation algorithm has been employed. Molecular wall operation: In a single molecule a small change in the molecular structure in the independent space. The equivalent of the target function under the condition of conservation of energy in any adjacent area search is ′ = ( ′ ). For illustration:
Algorithm for Molecular wall ineffective collusion
Decomposition operation: when a molecule encounters a collision and then it decomposes into two molecules. It is equated with the following,
Algorithm for decomposition Input: molecule Mω Generate 
End if End if
Inter-molecular ineffective collision operation: when two molecules collide with each other, then it dislocate the result,
Algorithm for intermolecular Ineffective Collision Input: molecules Mω1 and Mω2
Number of Hitω1 ← Number of Hitω1 + 1 and Number of Hitω2 ← Number of Hitω2 + 1
Einter ← (PEω1+ PEω2+ KEω1+ KEω2) −( 
SIMULATION RESULTS
At first in standard IEEE 14 bus system the validity of the proposed algorithms has been tested & comparison results are presented in Table 1 . Real power loss has been considerably reduced & vital parameters are within the limits. Then the Performance of the projected algorithm has been validated by tested in standard IEEE 57 bus system [24] . Total active and reactive power demands in the system are 1248.23 MW and 334.16 MVAR. Generator data the system is given in Table 2 . The optimum loss comparison is presented in Table  3 . Then the performance of the proposed Algorithm has been tested in standard IEEE 300 bus system [24] . Table 4 shows the comparison of real power loss obtained after optimization. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, Chemical Reaction Optimization (CRO) algorithm successfully solved optimal reactive power problem. Candidate solution of reactive power flow problem is encoded as a molecule in Chemical Reaction Optimization (CO) algorithm. Gaussian perturbations with reflection, half-total change, laws of conservation of energy are formed as the prime operators in the Chemical Reaction Optimization (CRO) algorithm Search of the optimal solution has been improved. Projected Chemical Reaction Optimization (CRO) algorithm has been tested in standard IEEE 14, 57, 300 bus systems. Simulation results indicate the better performance of the proposed algorithm in reducing the real power loss.
